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QUESTION 1

The value of the config/placeholders/ [placeholder_id] /block node from the merged cache.xml configuration is used . 

A. only as a human-readable attribute to the placeholder tags in full page cache records 

B. to fetch the cache lifetime for the full page cache entry from the correct block instance 

C. to build the unique cache id for full page cache records 

D. to map a block instance to the corresponding placeholder configuration while saving a full page cache entry 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two public methods must be implemented in a functional custom shipping method directly extending
Mage_Shipping_Model_Carrier_Abstract and also implementing Mage_Shipping_Model_Carrier_Interface? (Choose
two) 

A. collectRates() 

B. getAllowedMethods() 

C. isTrackingAvailable() 

D. isFixed() 

E. getConfigData() 

F. checkAvailableShipCountries() 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

How are "Rule-based related products" added to the shopping cart when you check their checkbox together with the
checkbox for the basic product? 

A. As the basic product\\'s custom options 

B. Separately from the basic product 

C. As the basic product\\'s configuration options 

D. As a single grouped product 



Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which model is responsible for calculating the taxes for the selected shipping rate? 

A. shipping/rate_result 

B. shipping/total_tax 

C. tax/sales_total_quote_tax 

D. the concrete shipping carrier model implementation 

E. shipping/rate_request 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Custom widgets must ____________. 

A. Extend Varien_Object 

B. Extend Mage_core_Block_Abstract 

C. Extend Mage_Core_Block_Template 

D. Implement Mage_Widget_Block_Interf ace 

E. Implement Mage_widget_Block_lnterface and extend Mage_Core_Block_Abstract 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

How can you restrict access to a custom API resource? 

A. Only by creating a new role under System/Web Services/Roles 

B. By setting up an ACL in etc/api.xml and creating a new role for it in System/Web Services/Roles 

C. Only by extending Mage_Api_Controller_Action and overriding the _isAllowed method 

D. By setting up an ACL in etc/adminhtml.xml and creating a new role in System/Permissions/Roles 

Correct Answer: A 



 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement describes a model class that extends Mage_Core_Model_Abstract? 

A. The model class consists of properties and methods for storing and manipulating data retrieved via separate
resource classes responsible for database operations. 

B. The model class is responsible for loading the frontend layout templates and responding to page requests via its
Action methods (for example, indexAction). 

C. The model class does not encapsulate any logic except for logic providing access to the data loaded from the
database. 

D. The model class is primarily responsible for direct query operations such as retrieving and storing data and then
rendering that data to the frontend view. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

When $ this ->load Layout (\\' foo_bar_baz\\') is called in a standard front action, what is the effect on the layout update
object instance? 

A. foo_bar_baz will be the only handle added 

B. loadLayout () does not take any arguments, so there is no effect 

C. Only two handles will be added: foo_bar_baz and default 

D. Foo_bar_baz will be added instead of the default handle 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

In admin, a shipment can be created . 

A. Only after the whole order is invoiced 

B. Only after at least one item is invoiced 

C. Even before an invoice is created 

D. Only after tracking number(s) are specified 



Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer has complained that his reward points sum is inaccurate. In order to debug what has happened and to
discover when changes were made to his reward points, where should you look for logging information? 

A. Database table enterprise_reward_history 

B. Database table enterprise_reward 

C. Log file var/log/system.log 

D. Database table enterprise_rewai:d_log 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

What type of Magento class is an API resource? 

A. Controller 

B. Helper 

C. Model 

D. Resource model 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Given a grid interface that extends from Mage_Adminhtml_Block_Widget_Grid, which of the following methods could
you override to allow data to be loaded from a custom data collection? 

A. _prepareDataModel 

B. _prepareCollection 

C. _initDataModel 

D. _initGrid 

Correct Answer: B 
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